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This paper surveys recent advances in the application of multiple-time-scale methods to particle
simulation of collective phenomena is plasmas. These methods dramatically improve the efficiency of
simulating low-frequency kinetic behavior by allowing the use of a large time step while retaining
accuracy. The numerical schemes surveyed provide selective damping of unwanted high-frequency
waves and preserve numerical stability in a variety of physics models: electrostatic, magnetoinductive,
Darwin, and fully electromagnetic. The paper reviews hybrid simulation models, the implicit
moment-equation method, the direct implicit method, orbit averaging, and subcycling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle codes are the most versatile and reliable tools for the study of complex
kinetic plasma behavior. These codes follow the trajectories of thousands of
sample particles in electromagnetic fields calculated self-consistently from
Maxwell's equations. The numerical stability of these codes previously required
resolution of the fast time scales associated with high-frequency waves. This was a
significant limitation when the phenomena of interest occurred on much longer
time scales. The recent introduction of implicit time-integration schemes1- 3 has
partially removed these restrictions. The enormous range of time scales for
single-particle and collective phenomena in most plasmas (Fig. 1) provides ample
motivation for implicit methods and multiple-time-scale techniques in general.
It has long been recognized that implicit time integration was needed to relax
time-step constraints in particle codes. 4,5 The major inhibition had been the very
large number of nonlinear equations to be solved simultaneously. In 1981 three
groups independently formulated practical implicit particle codes. 1- 3 They exhib-
ited the dependence of the plasma response (the charge and current densities p
and J) on the electric field, linearized, and obtained a sparse matrix equation of
rank equal to the number of electric- and magnetic-field quantities defined on the
spatial grid. Solution was then achieved by standard methods.
Currently there are two principal approaches to implicit particle simulation.
Mason i and Denavit2 introduced fluid-moment equations describing charge and
momentum conservation as intermediaries between the particle and field equa-
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FIGURE 1 Space and time scales for plasma phenomena. (a) Schematic of plasma phenomena for a
plasma generated by a neodymium-glass laser. (b) Schematic for a deuterium plasma in a magnetic
mirror.
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tions. Brackbill and Forslund6 extended this method to two-dimensional electro-
magnetic simulation. The implicit moment-equation approach (Section 2) can be
viewed as a kinetic extension of a class of fluid-particle hybrid-simulation
techniques in which a fluid species is advanced implicitly.7,8
A more direct implicit approach (Section 3) has been introduced and refined by
Friedman and Langdon3 and Cohen et al., 9 in which no auxiliary equations are
introduced. In an electrostatic model, the charge density at the advanced time
level is linearized about an explicit approximate density; and an increment is
computed that is linear in the advanced field. The resulting field. equation is
elliptic, with coefficients depending on particle data accumulated on the spatial
grid in the form of a susceptibility. The particles are advanced serially in a
conventional manner. The direct implicit particle method has been implemented
in two dimensions and for electromagnetic simulation.9
Another class of methods that improves particle-code efficiency takes ad-
vantage of multiple time scales in selecting time steps (Section 4). In an
orbit-averaged magnetoinductive algorithm,IO particles are advanced with a small
time step to resolve their .orbits. An explicit solution for the fields, omitting
electrostatic fields, is obtained using currents accumulated from the particles and
temporally averaged. This reduces the number of particles and permits a large
time step for the field advance. Orbit averaging in an electrostatic model requires
an implicit field solution if a long time step is desired.1 In an explicit algorithm
using electron sub-cycling,12 ions are advanced with a large time step much less
often than the electrons are advanced and Poisson's equation is solved, making
the cost of the ions negligible. Application of the gyrokinetic formalism
employing analytical gyrophase averaging has also extended explicit codes to
longer time steps. 13
An overview of design criteria, limitations, and current research activity is
presented in Section 5. This paper updates an earlier survey. 14
II. HYBRID SIMULATION MODELS AND IMPLICIT MOMENT
EQUATIONS
Hybrid Models
Implicit time-integration schemes have been applied to models is which fluid
equations are used to represent one species and a particle description is taken for
another. Two representative models are described here that were used to study
magnetically confined plasmas that exhibit strong diamagnetic effects.7 ,8
Hewett formulated a two-dimensional (r - z) hybrid simulation code to study
magnetic pinches, whereas Cohen and Brengle8 performed one-dimensional (r)
hybrid simulations of (magnetic) field-reversed plasmas. In both schemes, ions
are simulated as particles and advanced explicitly; the electrons are an inertialess
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fluid with equation of motion




where Te and De are the electron temperature and drift velocity, E and B are the
electric and magnetic fields, J is the total current, ne is the electron number
density, Vo is the electron-ion collision frequency, Ds is the average ion drift
velocity, and Zs is the ion charge state. The plasma is quasineutral, ne= Es zsns·
The electron current is J e = -eneDe. In Hewett's model,7 the last term in Eq. (1)
is replaced by " · J, where " is the resistivity.
By evaluating E in Eq. (1) at the advanced time and combining with the
equation of magnetostatics:
and Faraday's law,
v X E = -aB/c at. (3)
Hewett obtained implicit field equations. The ion charge and current densities are
gathered explicitly from the particles. At very low densities, Hewett set 11 equal
to a large value to force V X B = O. He solved the field equations globally by using
a noniterative alternating-direction implicit algorithm.
In contrast to Hewett,7 who solved Eq. (1) for E,Cohen and Brengle8 solved
for De and, hence, Je• Then 4
'" 2 .1l'fj·VA=--Je(Ae,ep) (4)
globally, and c
f dla[ a2 ]-- 4.1l'rJr (Ae,ep)-r-ep =0rBar atar (5)
on closed magnetic-field lines, where E = -8 aAelc at - f aeplar and B = V x
Aee. Line trying on open field lines justifies aeplar = O. Canonical angular
momentum relates the ion current in Eq. (4) to the vector potential
A e, :£ei=mirVe +zierAe· Equations (4) and (5) are solved iteratively (:55
iterations) after linearizing Je with respect to A e. Temporally averaging Jri over
past data reduces statistical noise.
Both Hewett's7 and Cohen and Brengle's8 algorithms avoided potential
numerical difficulties arising from the infinite phase velocity of Alfven waves as
the mass density approaches zero, rolk =VA == (B2/4.1l'nmi)1I2--+oo. In these
implicit hybrid codes, the stability condition L\xIL\t > V A is relaxed. Time-step
constraints are set instead by accuracy considerations and stability of the ion
orbits.7,8
Implicit Moment Equations
Masonl and Denavit2 independently synthesized simulation schemes whose
implicitness is derived from the introduction of fluid-moment equations. This
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improves the hybrid models in that all species are now kinetic and implicitly
coupled to the fields. The implicit moment method has good stability properties
and is broadly applicable.
In a one-dimensional electrostatic model, the fluid equations in difference form
are
(8)o~ e~ 1.
n:+1=n: - ~tDxI:+1/2/qs; (6)
I n+1I2 = I n- 1I2 + q ~t(-D ptn+ q nnE*)/m (7)s s s x s s s s,
where p; = ~X-l I: i msv; is the kinetic stress summed over the particles, Dx is the
difference form of alax, ns and Is are implicit predictions of the fluid number and
current densities, ns and Is are the explicit densities accumulated from the
particles, and
E* = OEn+1 + (1 ~ 0) (En+ 1 + 2En+ En-I);
The electric field is calculated from Gauss' law:
D E n+1= 4n " q nn+lx LJ s s , (9)
rendered implicit by use of Eqs. (6) and (7). Particles are then advanced
individually with the implicitly predicted electric field, and the necessary particle
data are gathered.
An iteration can be performed to better time-center p;, whose convergence
requires2
kv~t< 1, (10)
where v is a characteristic particle velocity and k is the largest wave number
retained. This is also the condition for accurate particle trajectories and plasma
dielectric response. 5,9 The implicit field solution relaxes the stability constraint set
by plasma waves, allowing ~t > w;1, the inverse plasma frequency. With
wp~t > 1, Eq. (10) restricts wavelengths to be long compared to the Debye
length,
(11)
where V t == (Tim )112. An implicit prediction of the kinetic stress relaxes the kv ~t
stability constraint1,6 but does not remove it as an accuracy constraint.5 ,9
For wp~t« 1 and ~x > AD, there can be a grid-aliasing instability,15 which
results in heating until AD '- ax. However, implicitness, dissipation,S and use of
llJp ~t > 1, or a change of the force law,15 control the grid instability.2,6 Thus, for
~x »AD , the time step in the implicit moment algorithm is bounded from above
by Eq. (10) and from below by the finite-grid instability. These limits are not a
serious hindrance. 1,2,6
Mason1 and Denavit2 have successfully applied this scheme to a number of
problems. Of particular importance are simulations of electron transport in
inertial-confinement fusion. 16 Brackbill and Forslund6 have extended the implicit
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moment method to impressive two-dimensional electromagnetic simulations of
the Weibel and lower-hybrid-drift instabilities, shocks, and collisionless electron
transport in laser fusion. 6 The implicit moment method has been applied by
Barnes and Kamimura17 to two-dimensional, electrostatic simulations of low-
frequency phenomena in magnetized plasma using both guiding-center and
Newton-Lorentz particle equations. J. A. Byers has applied the moment method
to linearized electrostatic simulations of unstable Bernstein waves (unpublished).
III. DIRECT IMPLICIT PARTICLE METHODS
In the direct implicit particle method,3,9 an implicit solution of the field equations
is achieved by relating linear increments to the charge and current density directly
to the change in the particle motion induced by the fields or their increments at
the advanced time. This differs markedly from the implicit moment method, but
the two methods possess similar stability and accuracy properties.5,9
In a simple one-dimensional electrostatic model,3 the direct implicit method
has the following form. The particle position x n +1 at time t n +1 is
(12)
where 0 < f3 < 1 and i n +1 is the position with an +1 suppressed in the equation of
motion. Thus, xn+1= i n+1+ DX, where DX = (36.t2an+1;and the charge density is
pn+1 = pn+1(xn+1) + Dp, where
Dp = -"- V · [pn+1(x )DX(X)]
is the linearized increment to the charge density. Poisson's equation gives
-V· (1 + X)V(jJn+1 = 4Jrpn+\
where the effective susceptibility is
X(x) =4Jrf3(qpn+1/m )6.t2= f3w;(x)6.t2.
The charge density is related to the particle positions by







where j is the grid index, k is the particle index, q is the charge, and S is the
"shape function" for particle-mesh interpolation. Expanding S gives
S(xn+1 _ x.) = S(in+1 _ x.) + (xn+1_ x-n+1) as(ik+1 - Xj)
k ] k ] k k a-n + 1 'Xk
and from Eq. (12),
Xk+1- i k+1= {3(q/m)~t2L S(ik+1 - xi)E?+l,
i
(18)
with relative error of order W;"~t2= qE~t2/mLE < 1, where Wtr is the particle-
trapping frequency and L E is the length scale over which E varies.
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With the use of Eqs. (14), (17), and (18), Poisson's equation becomes
_(~~+1 _ 2~~+1 + ~~+1)1~X2 = 4.7lp-~+1 + " W;.E~+1




where (Jj+1 is the conventional charge density given by Eq. (17) with Xk+ 1=Xk+1
and
TI~. = fi4.7lq ~; " S( -n+1 _ .) as(Xk+1- Xj) (20)
YY iJ A ..... L.J x k X, a n +1 •
mUA k Xk
For linear splines, li';j = 0 whenever Ii - il > 1 and aSlaXk+1 = ±1 or O. No
additional particle data beyond that needed for pj+1 are needed for li';j' and the
field equation is a linear pentadiagonal system solved by direct Gaussian
inversion. 3
The direct method has been tested in simulations of wave propagation,
two-stream instability, and free expansion of a plasma slab; and the implicit
difference scheme has been varied.5 ,18 If the plasma is nearly uniform so that X(x)
approximately equals its spatial average, Fourier-transform methods can be
used. 19
Langdon et al. 9 have formulated the direct implicit method with a magnetic
field and in two dimensions. The spatial differencing of Eq. (14) can be simplified
to reduce the bandedness of the matrix equation for the field. Langdon et al. 9
address the subtle problem of self-consistent spatial filtering and also prove that
the implicit field-particle matrix equation is positive and in some cases symmetric,
useful properties for iterative solutions. Reference 9 also outlines a simple
iteration scheme to obtain a more exact solution of Poisson's equation. The
convergence of the iterations, the influence of electric-field extrapolation on
convergence, and the influences of spatial smoothing on linear dispersion and
convergence have been analysed in Ref. 20.
Langdon and Barnes describe the implementation of the direct implicit method
in an electromagnetic code in Ref. 21. The implicit increment to the current
density in the direct implicit electromagnetic code is analogous to the increment
to the charge density given in Eq. (13):
6J ={J6v - (1/2)V x (i X 6x), (21)
where i j = EqvS(Xj - i k ) and Dx and DV are the linearized increments to x and v
due to the electric field En + 1 at the advanced time step. In a leapfrog algorithm
with positions and velocities known fltl2 apart, a time average of successive
position time levels achieves time centering in the current density. Reference 21
provides a detailed discussion of the differencing and the properties of the direct
implicit electromagnetic code.
The direct method relaxes the usual stability constraints on (fJpflt and cfltl~x.
Where kvtflt < 1 is a stability constraint in the implicit-moment method,
(fJtr~t< 1 is required in the direct method. However, kVt~t < 1 remains as an
accuracy constraint; and the grid-aliasing instability must be controlled. Finally,
the direct method avoids the possible difficulty in the implicit-moment method
that the fluid number and current densities are inconsistent with those accumu-
lated from the particles.
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IV. ORBIT AVERAGING AND SUBCYCLING
Orbit averaging10,11 and subcycling12 take a multiple-time-scale approach to
selecting time steps in particle simulation. Independent time scales are selected
for advancing particles and fields according to natural separations that exist. The
subcycling method succeeds in making the ions a negligible factor in the cost of
simulating ions and electrons. 12 However, the algorithm described in Ref. 12 is
explicit and therefore does not allow the use of a large wpellt.
Orbit averaging10,11 differs from subcycling and is more complicated. In its
original magnetoinductive form,lO a particle species gyrating in a magnetic field is
explicitly advanced with a small time step, wellt < 1, where We ,= qB/mc.
Currents are accumulated on a spatial grid after each small time step and are
temporally averaged over IlT, weIlT» 1, for use in Ampere's law to determine
the vector potential and magnetic field. An inductive electric field is calculated
from Faraday's law, and electrostatics are ignored. The fields are advanced with
the large time step (Fig. 2). A corrector iteration through the particle and field
equations is performed to improve the time centering. Biasing of the field
equations to the field amplitudes at the advanced time level introduces
dissipation.
Analysis and simulations show that the orbit-averaged magneto-inductive
scheme, although explicit, is numerically stable with use of large Il T : Il T »
Ill, weIlT» 1, and kvAIlT» 1. 10 However, this scheme is unstable for wellT $;
0(1). The real triumph of orbit averaging is how it significantly reduces the
number of particles and total operations; the averaged contributions from a single
particle can substitute for those from many particles in a conventional code. This
increased efficiency has allowed realistic two-dimensional simulations of mirror
experiments at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.lo
In contrast to the magnetoinductive algorithm, stability of an orbit-averaged
electrostatic algorithm for wpllT> 1 requires implicit solution of Poisson's
equation. 11 The combination of orbit averaging with the direct implicit or implicit
moment methods can produce algorithms that are stable for wpllT> 1. 11 Orbit
I-----~T-----\
xi xi+1
,....-...., "'--..... "'--.... ",,--, ,."'"y 'I \{ 'y~ 'l
1~~t~1
Time~
FIGURE 2 Schematic of time levels in generic orbit averaging. The quantities (n) and (J) are
averaged in time over the small time step quantities.
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averaging in this application achieves a reduction of particles and allows the
particles to be advanced serially over many time steps before incurring input/
output penalties, an advantage for large simulations using disk storage. Even
greater gains in efficiency can be achieved with a better separation of particle and
field time steps, by using an implicit prediction of the kinetic stress6 or when wave
propagation is prependicular to B. 11
v. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In developing new implicit difference schemes for particle simulation, design
criteria have evolved:
o Accurate reproduction of low-frequency phenomena, W < ~t-\ with minimal
damping.
o Substantial damping of modes with W > ~t-1.
o Minimal collection and storage of particle data.
o Minimal numerical cooling and heating.S
o Galilean invariance so as not to destabilize fast or slow space-charge waves.5
o Robust stability and accuracy properties with respect to approximate solution
for the fields.
Analyses of wave-dispersion properties in Refs. 2, 5, 6, and 20 have led to a
number of important conclusions. With proper choice of coefficients in the
differencing schemes,S damping of high-frequency oscillations w~t"2:.1 can be
enhanced, while the damping of low-frequency waves can be removed to high
order in w~t < 1. The wave-dissipation properties and unphysical secular particle
acceleration are directly related.S
Both implicit moment and direct implicit algorithms have proven successful in
performing simulations with large time step. Magnetic fields have been
incorporated,s,6,9,21 and iterative refinement of the solution of the implicit
field-particle equations has been studied.1,2,9,20 The two methods share residual
constraints on the time step that generally coincide with those required to resolve
physical processes, e.g., kAv < 1, kVt~t < 1.2,s,6,9 Some merging of the two
methods has occurred,6,9,21,22 and collisional effects have been included.22
Research on advanced particle-code techniques continues. Areas of interest are
numerous. It would be desirable to relax residual constraints. The problem of
self-consistent spatial smoothing9 has been resolved recently.20 The potential for
(and limitations of) simplified spatial differencing is being examined. More
simulation experience is needed, especially with direct implicit and orbit-averaged
algorithms. A two-dimensional electromagnetic direct implicit simulation code
has been built, and relativity should be added. More needs to be done on how to
best realize additional computational savings by combining orbit averaging or
subcycling with implicit methods and by taking advantage of multitasking
capabilities on the new supercomputers. Research continues, motivated by the
impressive successes of these new techniques in dramatically extending the
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